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(1) On page 529: The statement “we will denote the set of all double lacunary sequences by Nθr,s ” should be removed.
(2) On page 529: In Definition 2.4, the statement “for every ε > 0” should be removed.
(3) On page 530: In the proof of (C), for all K should be replaced with for all k and l.
(4) The references “Li, J. Lacunary statistical convergence and inclusion properties between lacunary methods,
Internat. Math. and Math. Sci. 23 (2000) 175–180” and “Pringsheim, A. Zur theorie der zweifach unendlichen
Zahlenfolgen, Mathematische Annalen, 53 (1900) 289–321” should be added.
These corrections do not affect any proofs in our paper.
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